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Abstract. Let us show several; including the part already well known variants of find uncountable 

set solutions of equation 

              

for natural numbers               of specified values        ,in contrast to the Pillai's 

conjecture, in which it is assumed that the set of solutions of equation     is finite, and proof of  

Fermat's Last Theorem. 

Solution   

§ 1 

      

If the numbers   and     are coprime  (   )     , then the equation 

        

always has results in integers (positive) integer numbers and its solutions will always be all the 

pairs  (     ), where 

       ( )        

     
    ( )

 
      

   - any integer, 

 ( ) - Euler function.  

N.N. Vorobiev, "Divisibility" (3) Science Glavfizmatgiz, Moscow, 1974, p. 47. 

§ 2 

2.1.  
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The equation 

          

where         is not exact square, has an infinite set of solutions and all of its solutions in the 

smallest natural numbers are the formulas:  

                

                 (            )  

For                                and etc. 

(   )  (   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )  

(   ) (    ) (    ) (   ) (       ) (         ) and etc. 

2.1.1. Then it is possible another variant 

         (  √    )
 

  √     

where    is odd number.  

                   

                              

2.2.  The complete solution issue see. V.Sierpinski, "The solution of equations in integers" (1) 

Fizmatgiz, Moscow, 1961, pp. 29-33.. 

A.O. Gelfond, "Solving equations in integers" (2) "Science", Glavfizmatgiz, Moscow, 1978. 

§ 3 

3.1.   

          

The equation 

           

where   and   is not exact square, has an infinite set of solutions are natural (whole) numbers, 

which can be found from the equation 

 √   √  (  √    √ )       

where   – is odd number. 

3.2. The equations 

             (     ) 

 √   √  (  √    √ )   
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since they have an obvious solution  (   )  

Put       values          we obtain (    ) (      ) and etc. 

3.3. U.S. Davydov, "Exercises in theoretical arithmetic of integers", the Ministry of Education 

Uchpedgiz BSSR, Minsk, 1963, N266, p.61 (4). 

§ 4 

Statement 

4.1. “For each an arbitrary set of four natural numbers 

             

where all 8 parameters not related to each other (autonomous), there are at least two equations, such 

that 

{
         

         
       

where       –are natural numbers (for each equation are the same), the values of which depend 

only on the values              

Proof. 

4.2.  If 

               

Then 

{
       
       

      

               

Can be verified directly by substituting      in    . 

4.3. From     

{
       

       
      

Substituting in     and    , we obtain 

{
(     )   (     )    
(     )   (     )    

     

and 
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4.4. Let 

                         

Therefore, 

{
(     )   (     )       

(     )   (     )       
       

and 

                  

                   

This completes the proof of statement. 

P.S. If  (           ) - arbitrary natural numbers in even powers such that (     )   (   
  ) – are inexact squares, then using the method    § 5 , can be get infinite set of solutions of 

equations      we say that rational numbers for each fixed triple        

§ 5 

5.1. We obtain identities: 

 (    )   (    )  (   )        

and 

 

(   ) 
(    )  

 

(   ) 
(    )          

5.2. Since       we have 

 √
 

(   ) 
  √

 

(   ) 
  

 (  √
 

(   ) 
   √

 

(   ) 
)   

  (    )√
 

(   ) 
 (    )√

 

(   ) 
         

where      -is arbitrary odd natural number. 
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5.3. For every specific value   and  , where     –are inexact squares of arbitrary natural 

numbers, such as, 

1)    and     such that both are odd  

       

 

Similarly, the equation        provides infinite set of solutions    and      of natural numbers for 

each pair   and    for constant 

      (   )   

2) In the case, for example, where    and   are numbers with different parity (inexact squares), the 

equation         provides infinite set of solutions     and       of rational numbers for each pair   

and   for constant  

      (   )   

Examples. 

If             ;from        

                  

                  

              

5.4. Follows from      

 √
 

 
  √

 

 
 (  √

 

 
   √

 

 
)

 

  

    
 

 
 √

 

 
       

 

 
    √

 

 
  

     √
 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
√
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and 

                (   )      

                       and etc. 

 

5.5. Thus, 

                          

where     - are infinite numbers of the equation       of natural numbers for constant    
           for the case where      

§ 6 

6.1. We obviously have the identity: 

(    )   (    )     
(    )    

(    )   
         

6.2. If 

   -is inexact square arbitrary odd natural number; 

  – is even natural number; 

  - is even natural number; 

(   ) – is inexact square; 

    – arbitrary natural number, 

then using the method of the previous section, we can get infinite set of solutions, we shall say that, of 

rational numbers in the equation      for constant        

§ 7 

The proof of the Fermat's Last Theorem (another version) 

7.1. Let us prove that in the equation 

               

         –are solution of      in natural numbers for      

7.2. Then, follows from      
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where     – is arbitrary odd natural number; 

        – are inexact squares arbitrary odd natural numbers. 

               

  
 

  
 (  

 
)  

  
 

  
 (  

 
)
 

         

7.3. Using the method of  § 5 ,we have  

  √
  

 

  
    √

  
 

  
  (  

 
 √

  
 

  
    

 
 √

  
 

  
 )

 

       

where    - is arbitrary odd natural number, and hence infinite set of solutions         of equations  

                     for each odd       in natural (rational) numbers; it is clear that using 

research of G. Faltings (5) the equation      has no solutions in the natural (rational) numbers for 

arbitrary natural        , because equations      has no solution for       ,as we know, has 

proven by Fermat himself. 

7.4.  Indeed, if      equation having at least one solution (§ 2,3,4,5,6) such that allow obtain from 

it type equation                         then the solutions of are countless. 

7.5. To conclude the proof, it remains to note that with not coprime solutions of      in (6),  1.2., 

2.1.,2.2.,2.3. and (7), 2.6.9. We obtain a complete solution to the Fermat's Last Theorem. 

 

7.6. Indeed, as in the general case, in (6) and (7), if 

          

then 

  (         )    (         )   

   (         )       

 (       )     (       )     

  (       )         

          

  (            )    (            )   

  (            )          
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 (         )     (         )     

  (         )         

             and etc. 

These different solutions in parentheses for each natural       and each arbitrary fixed triple 

coprime exponents in the square brackets (4, 5, 7) - are countless.  

7.7. From the initial same, but slightly modified considerations that used in 7.6. , we obtain follows 

identity: 

           (    )                 (    )       

 [        (    )]
    

       

if 

                   

Here, there are (independent from each other), 

             

           

            

                   

7.8. The identity of type      the same arguments may be obtained for an arbitrary natural   .   

 

7.9. As a consequence of the preceding paragraphs of the section in (7), 1.2.  all members of the 

sequence 

√(         )    

√(     )    
 

√    
    

√  
    

      

for       are  only irrational numbers. Therefore, the proof of insolubility in natural numbers of 

the equation 

         

for        in the (7)   becomes a complete and fully correct. 
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